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a b s t r a c t 

The Optical, Spectroscopic, and Infrared Remote Imaging System (OSIRIS) onboard the European Space 

Agency’s Rosetta spacecraft acquired images of comet 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko (67P) and its sur- 

rounding dust coma starting from May 2014 until September 2016. In this paper we present methods 

and results from analysis of OSIRIS images regarding the dust outflow in the innermost coma of 67P. 

The aim is to determine the global dust outflow behaviour and place constraints on physical processes 

affecting particles in the inner coma. We study the coma region right above the nucleus surface, span- 

ning from the nucleus centre out to a distance of about 50 km comet centric distance (approximately 25 

average comet radii). We primarily adopt an approach used by Thomas and Keller (1990) to study the 

dust outflow. We present the effects on azimuthally-averaged values of the dust reflectance of non-radial 
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1. Introduction 

The scattering of sunlight by dust provides a means of study-

ing processes in the inner comae of comets. The scattered light in

the optical is relatively bright (comparable to the brightness of the

nucleus itself in the case of comet 1P/Halley during the Giotto fly-

by - see Keller et al., 1994 ) and can be observed by high spatial

resolution imaging systems ( Szego et al., 1989 ). Dust emitted from

the surface of a comet is accelerated by gas drag ( Gombosi et al.,

1985; Crifo and Rodionov, 1997 ). Hence, the dust traces, albeit in

a complex way, the flow of gas from the nucleus. Modelling of

this flow in 3D is now becoming increasingly common ( Tenishev

et al., 2008; Marschall et al., 2016 ). This is helpful in studying

gas sources on the nucleus because the parent molecules in the

gas are only observable through emission bands outside the vis-

ible wavelength range and are much fainter requiring monitoring

instruments to have lower spatial resolution and/or lower tempo-

ral resolution than imaging systems (cf. for example Keller et al.,

2007, Coradini et al., 2007 and Gulkis et al., 2007 ). 

For the dust itself, the size distribution, the composition, the

structure and its evolution once released from the nucleus are all

of interest. Sizes may be such that the emission and drag pro-

cesses are insufficient for the particles to reach escape velocity

( Möhlmann, 1994; Crifo et al., 2005; Thomas et al., 2015; Fulle

et al., 2016; Agarwal et al., 2016 ). Fragmentation of particles might

occur as a result of imparted stresses ( Thomas and Keller, 1990 )

and sublimation can result from the heating that occurs after par-

ticles have been emitted ( Lien, 1990; Gicquel et al., 2016 ). In addi-

tion, the acceleration of the particle is related to the ratio of the

cross-sectional area to the mass. Hence, detailed study of dust par-

ticle dynamics is an important part of the study of the innermost

coma. 

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the inner dust coma

of 67P/Churyumov–Gerasimenko using a technique first elaborated
etry, acceleration of dust particles, sublimation of icy dust particles after

particle fragmentation, optical depth effects and the influence of gravita-

these physical processes could modify the observed distribution of light

es of azimuthally averaged dust brightness as a function of impact param-

urve”) were fitted with a simple function that best fits the shape of our

 u/ b v + wb + z). The analytical fit parameters ( u, v, w, z ), which hold the

 outflow behaviour, were saved in a comprehensive database. 

of these information, we show that the spatial distribution of dust follows

.e. force-free radial outflow with constant velocity) beyond distances larger

centre, which corresponds to a relative distance of about 6 average comet

ence, we conclude that beyond this distance, and on average, fragmen-

d particles are negligible processes in determining the optically scattered

ost coma. Closer to the nucleus we observe dust outflow behaviour that

w. 

 profiles with numerical models using a Direct Simulation Monte Carlo

ticle distributions calculated using a test particle approach has been used

 a complex shape and particle acceleration on the azimuthal average pro-

ile other effects such as fragmentation or sublimation of dust particles

n of the dust particles and effects arising from the shape of the irregular

etry) are sufficient to explain the observed dust outflow behaviour from

rk, we have calculated “Af ρ” values for the 1/r regime. We found a peak

of Af ρ (normalised to a phase angle of 90 °) of ∼210 cm 20 days after

on simplified models of particle motion within bound orbits, it is shown

ctional area of bound particles might be derived through further analysis.

© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc.

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license.

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ )

y Thomas and Keller (1990) in which conservation of radiance (as

 proxy for dust column density) on concentric surfaces is used to

ssess whether specific processes are dominant. We shall be refer-

ing to deviations from “1/r dependence” of the scattered bright-

ess from the dust along a line-of-sight that would be expected for

orce-free radial outflow. Previous papers ( Lin et al., 2015; Gicquel

t al., 2016 ) have presented non 1/r dependencies in dust profiles

f 67P. However, non-radial outflow, inhomogeneity of the source

nd the finite size of the source, all complicate the interpretation.

ere, we address the question of when the dust outflow can be

onsidered to be 1/r and use models to show potential explana-

ions for observed deviations from 1/r close to the nucleus. 

In Section 2 , we will re-iterate and expand upon the tech-

ique used by Thomas and Keller (1990) which includes the

efinition of a quantity we refer to as the “azimuthal aver-

ge” and which is related to the commonly used definition of

Af ρ” ( A’Hearn et al. 1984 ). This relationship will be derived in

ection 4.3 . Given the apparent dominance of large slow moving

articles in the inner coma of 67P ( Fulle et al., 2015 ), we also pro-

ide an assessment of the influence of these particles on the az-

muthal average. In Section 3 , we will describe the construction of

 database of OSIRIS images in which quantities such as azimuthal

verage values at different impact parameters are fit and tabulated.

n Section 4 , this database will be analysed in different ways to

rovide insight into the processes involved. We end with a short

onclusions and discussion section. 

. The azimuthal average and its interpretation 

.1. Force-free radial outflow 

The simplest model of the dust coma is the free-radial out-

ow/point source approximation. In this model dust particles are

ssumed to be released isotropically from a central point-source

t a constant velocity ignoring acceleration. The local dust density

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/
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an then be written as 

 d ( r ) = 

Q d 

4 π r 2 v d 
(1) 

here Q d is the dust production rate, v d is the velocity of the out-

ow and r is the distance from the point source. Integration of

his equation along the line of sight ( ± infinity) produces a col-

mn density, 

 d ( b ) = 

Q d 

4 b v d 
(2) 

here b is the impact parameter – the distance to the nucleus in

he image plane passing through the centre of the nucleus. 

Under the assumption that particles are not modified in any

ay, the radiance from the dust is proportional to the observed

olumn density. This clearly shows that imaging observations of

ust emission from a point source should produce radial profiles

hat vary in brightness with 1/b. (In the literature, this is usually

eferred to as a “1/r dependence” but we are using r here for dis-

ances to the nucleus in 3D whereas in the above equation b is

he impact parameter. The vectorial distance to the nucleus will

ot be used further herein and we shall refer to deviations from a

1/r law” in the text for clarity while using the symbol, b , for the

mpact parameter within formulae.) This approximation still holds

n the event that emission of the dust has an angular dependency

hich one would normally expect to be the case for insolation-

riven emission (i.e. emission roughly proportional to the cosine

f the solar zenith angle). 

Clearly, v d cannot be constant throughout the inner coma be-

ause the dust particles must be accelerated from rest at the

urface of the nucleus to velocities well in excess of escape ve-

ocity. The gas itself is also accelerating. The computations of

ombosi et al. (1985) showed that dust terminal velocities could

asily exceed 200 m/s because of gas drag and these velocities

re particle size dependent ( Davidsson et al., 2010 ). As such, v d in

qs. (1 ) and ( 2 ) is size dependent and the local density and col-

mn density then become integrals over particle size. Inspection

f Eq. (2 ) shows that, after emission from the surface, the local

ust density must drop more steeply than a “1/r law” in the accel-

ration region and thus investigation of the inner coma of comet

P/Halley was targeted at looking for this behaviour in the inner

oma. In this case, it was shown ( Thomas and Keller, 1990 ) that

he scattered light from the dust did indeed tend towards 1/r at

istances greater than 50 km from the nucleus or in other words

or distances > 10 average Halley-radii. (The average Halley-radius

f 5 km was chosen such that a sphere with the mentioned ra-

ius has about the same surface area as the nucleus of comet Hal-

ey, which was for this purpose approximated by an ellipsoidal

hape following Keller et al. (1994) ). However, directly above the

ucleus, profiles of the conserved quantity, I ·b (see Section 2.2 ),

here I is the radiance from the dust column, dropped when ap-

roaching the nucleus surface instead of rising. This was recog-

ized ( Huebner et al., 1988; Reitsema et al., 1989 ) as being the

esult of the finite size of the source. This was also discussed ex-

ensively by Boice et al. (2002) in relation to observations of comet

9P/Borrelly with the Deep Space 1 spacecraft. The specification of

he point where b = 0 as the emitting surface was seen as be-

ng a contributor to this problem because the source has a finite

ize. In the approximation of Eq. (1) , n goes to infinity as b goes

o zero. Even at this time it was recognized that there seems to be

o physical way to define the value of b at the emitting surface. 

.2. The azimuthal average 

The idea of defining a surface through which the dust would

ass and thereby applying conservation of scattering area was first
iscussed in Thomas and Keller (1990) . According to a formulation

f Gauss’ theorem 

 

E · dS = constant 

 flux E integrated over an arbitrary closed surface around a fi-

ite source multiplied by the surface area (surface element dS ) is

onstant. The value of the integral gives the source strength of the

nclosed source. It was shown by Thomas and Keller (1990) that

bserved reflectance from imaging data can be related to a dust

ux and that in the case of line-of-sight observations integrations

ver cylindrical surfaces enclosing a source (i.e. the comet nucleus)

re a good approximation for closed surfaces. In other words, in

he free radial outflow/point source approximation, the integral of

he column density along the length of a circle of circumference,

 ( = 2 πb ), centred on the source is a constant independent of the

ize of the circle. This can be written in terms of angle as 

 ( b ) = k 

∫ 2 π

0 

N ( b, θ ) dθ = k 

∫ 2 π

0 

Q ( θ ) 

4 b v d ( θ ) 
dθ (3)

here k is a constant of proportionality that can be used to con-

ert the column density into an observed radiance or a reflectance

nd 

 ( b ) b = constant = 2 π Ā . (4)

The quantity A(b) is an azimuthally integrated dust reflectance

nd the quantity Ā = Ab/ 2 π, was referred to as the azimuthal av-

rage by Thomas and Keller and has dimensions of [ m ] if A is in

eflectance units. The product of reflectance and impact parameter

s closely related to the definition of Af ρ ( A’Hearn et al., 1984 ) as

ill be shown in Section 4.3 . 

This approach effectively eliminates the principal issue with ra-

ial profiles, namely the impossibility of defining a 1D profile tak-

ng into account intersecting dust flows and non-radial expansion

f the dust into 3D, and the problem with defining the distance at

he emitting surface. Here, the source is completely surrounded by

 cylindrical surface (taking into account the line of sight) so that

he entire dust flux passes through the surface as the dust expands

ith constant velocity into the inner coma. We are in effect apply-

ng an equation of continuity. In the following data analysis, we are

nterested in deviations from the constancy of the azimuthal aver-

ge which we expect for free-radial outflow and we discuss the

hysical processes that could explain the observed deviations. 

.3. Illustration using a simple model calculation 

Some of the important aspects mentioned above (e.g. the effect

f acceleration on the azimuthal average) can be seen clearly in

implified numerical models. We use these models to illustrate the

asic physics of the problem. A more detailed description of our

umerical models is given in Section 5 . 

Fig. 1 shows a calculation of isotropic gas outflow in a spheri-

ally symmetric system. The gas velocities and densities have been

omputed using the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) tech-

ique. ( Cercignani, 20 0 0 discusses analytical solutions to this prob-

em but we merely use the numerical approach here as a start-

ng point before adding further complexity.) The gas density has

hen been converted into gas column density. Fig. 2 shows the be-

aviour of an integral of the gas column density, multiplied by b in

his case, showing, as expected, the value asymptotically approach-

ng a constant value from higher values close to the nucleus. 

To relate directly the distances in the coma to the size of the

entral object, a relative distance coordinate is introduced as the

atio of impact parameter to object radius b/R We will use an av-

rage radius of R̄ = 2 km to define the relative distance coordinate

or comet 67P. The average radius was chosen such that the sur-

ace area of a spherical nucleus with radius R̄ is about the same
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Fig. 1. The column density through a spherically symmetric outflow of water 

vapour from a simulated, spherical nucleus of 2 km in radius computed using the 

Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) technique. 
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Fig. 3. The azimuthal average for different dust particle sizes follows a similar trend 

to that of the gas. The differences between the different particle sizes are rather 

small in this case. 
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as the surface area of the irregular nucleus itself. This more gen-

eral formulation allows easier comparison of the dust outflow for

different sized comets (e.g. comet Halley and comet Churyumov–

Gerasimenko). 

For completeness, we also show computations for the dust in

this simple case using a standard analytical approach for the drag.

The acceleration of the dust in the gas flow field is computed tak-

ing into account the gas drag through a standard drag equation

and the gravity field from the sphere 

m a = F G + 

1 

2 

C D m g n g σ | v g − v d | ( v g − v d ) (5)

where the drag coefficient (usually set to 2 for smooth spheres) is

here set through the equation 

 D = 

2 s 2 + 1 √ 

πs 3 
e −s 2 + 

4 s 4 + 4 s 2 − 1 

2 s 4 
erf ( s ) + 

2 ( 1 − ε ) 
√ 

π

3 s 

√ 

T d 
T g 

(6)

where 

s = 

| v g − v d | √ 

2 k T g 
m g 

. (7)

The other variables in Eqs. (5 ) and ( 6 ) are the molecular mass

of the gas ( m g ), the local density ( n g ), the cross-section ( σ ), the
Fig. 2. The integrated dust column density profile (left) shows a direct integrated profile r

ultiplied by the impact parameter b (right) shows that above the surface (here set at 

into the coma. All points inside 2 km ( b / R = 1) would be obscured by the nucleus itself. 
raction of specular reflection ( ε) (set to 0), and the gas and dust

elocities ( v g , v d ) which provide part of the force on the dust parti-

le ( m a ). The gas temperature ( T g ) is taken from the DSMC simula-

ion of the gas flow field and we assume the dust and gas to be in

hermal equilibrium (dust temperature T d = T g ). The gravitational

ccelerations at the dust particle positions were calculated for a

entral sphere with radius 2 km and a bulk density of 462 kg/m 

3 

nd a constant density of 440 kg/m 

3 for spherical dust particles

as assumed. 

In Fig. 3 , we have computed the value of Ā but normalised to 1

t 10 km distance from the nucleus centre. Evaluating Eq. (2) with

cceleration modifying the dust velocity v d above the surface of the

ucleus, the local dust density must drop more steeply than a “1/r-

aw”. We observe this drop in our simulation result and because in

his case we only take into account particle acceleration caused by

as drag and gravity, this shows the expected behaviour as a result

f acceleration only. At the limb of the spherical nucleus (2 km

rom the origin), the azimuthal average is at a maximum and it is

 factor of 2 higher than at the edge of the domain. The calcula-

ion has been repeated for several particle sizes. As can be seen in

ig. 3 , the dependence on particle size in the spherically symmetric

ase is weak. 

Unfortunately, the azimuthal average does not allow unambigu-

us separation of all of the physical effects possible in the inner-

ost coma but it does provide more constraints on the problem by

iving the dust outflow a quantifiable form (the azimuthal average

rofile) and is thus extremely useful as a tool. 
epresentation of the 2D gas flow field in Fig. 1 . The integrated dust column density 

2 km), the gas column density drops more steeply than 1/r as the gas accelerates 
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.4. Non-radial flow, sublimation, fragmentation and optical depth 

Thomas and Keller (1990) showed that a distribution of sources

rather than the isotropic source in Fig. 1 ), each exhibiting the

haracteristics of free radial outflow over a finite sized nucleus,

ould lead to the azimuthal average rising as one approached the

ucleus. The possibility of non-radial outflow of dust close to the

ucleus was also considered. When viewing the column density (in

he form of a radiance) this could not be distinguished from the ef-

ects of acceleration without further constraints. Similar behaviour

an arise if the particles sublime. After ejection, dust particles will

bsorb solar radiation and heat up. This can lead to sublimation

 Lien, 1990 ) and hence a reduction in the effective scattering area

ill ensue which could resemble acceleration. The positive aspect

ere however is that there is no reason why these effects should

perate over the same scale length so that, in an ideal case, these

ariables might be separated. 

On the other hand, for the observations of comet 1P/Halley, the

zimuthal average decreased on approaching the nucleus. There

re two processes that can lead to such behaviour. Firstly, if dust

articles fragment, the effective scattering area increases leading to

n increased radiance with distance from the nucleus. On the basis

f other observations, this was the preferred mechanism of Thomas

nd Keller although there is some room for doubt. (It should be

oted that fragmentation into less optically active particles would

rovide the opposite effect and care must be taken to distinguish

etween the two possibilities. This does however require a sub-

tantial number of the particles to be close to the wavelength of

he observation.) This was subsequently investigated in more de-

ail by Konno et al. (1989) . 

The second option was that optical depth effects were becom-

ng increasingly significant above the surface of the nucleus. This

nfluences the proportionality constant, k , in Eq. (3 ) and could lead

o the observed behaviour at 1P/Halley with optical depths of the

rder of 0.5. If we know the optical depth, τ , at an impact param-

ter, b far , where optical depth effects are negligible, then the in-

ensity of the scattered flux can be calculated assuming free-radial

utflow using the straightforward equation, 

 ( b ) = I 0 
b far 

b 
e −τ ( b far ) b far /b . (8) 

Given that a straightforward model for particle fragmenta-

ion might also be an exponential decay profile ( Thomas and

eller, 1990 ), the two options cannot be separated. 

To summarize, the influence on the azimuthal average of the

ffects considered by Thomas and Keller is illustrated schematically

n Fig. 4 . 

.5. Gravitationally-bound large particles 

One process that was not considered by Thomas and

eller (1990) was the potential effect on the azimuthal average of

arge numbers of gravitationally influenced particles. In the case

f 67P, particles of this type have been frequently touted as major

ontributors to the dust coma ( Fulle et al., 2015 ) and their effect

n the azimuthal average has not yet been assessed although ob-

iously their influence should tend to zero as they leave the Hill

phere at near constant velocity in a nucleus-centric coordinate

ystem. 

The existence of significant numbers of large slow moving

articles in the vicinity of the nucleus has been established

y Rotundi et al. (2015) and Fulle et al. (2015) . Evidence of

articles falling back to the nucleus (following prediction by

öhlmann (1994) and Crifo et al. (2005) ) has been provided by

garwal et al. (2016) and Lin et al. (2016) and the existence of de-

osits arising from this process has been provided by Thomas et al.
2015) and Keller et al. (2018) . The numbers in bound orbits out to

he limit of the Hill sphere have not been determined although

stimates for the production rates of large particles have been

ade ( Ott et al., 2017 ; see also Drolshagen et al., 2017 ). As has

een demonstrated by Richter and Keller (1995) , the computation

f bound particle orbits in the vicinity of the nucleus and, in the

resence of other forces such as gas pressure, is a complex prob-

em. We can however use two simple models to illustrate crudely

ow gravitationally-bound particles might influence the azimuthal

verage. 

In a first approach we assume that the contribution to the scat-

ering area by gravitationally bound particles is dominated by par-

icles on ballistic (returning) trajectories. In this case we can con-

ider using the Chamberlain model for quasi-collisionless atmo-

pheres ( Chamberlain, 1963; Chamberlain and Hunten, 1987 ) as is

ommon for the simulation of planetary exospheres where colli-

ions between particles are rare. The model describes the density

istribution dominated by returning particles as a product of the

arometric density and a partition function for the ballistic parti-

les, namely, 

 ( r ) = n 0 e 
−( λ0 −λ) ζbal ( λ) , (9) 

ith λ( r ) ≡ GM M /( kT s r ) the potential energy at distance r , where G

s the gravitational constant, M the mass of the comet nucleus, M

he particle mass, k the Boltzmann constant, T s the effective tem-

erature at the surface, n 0 is the particle density at the surface

nd λ0 = λ(R ) the potential energy at the comet surface. Follow-

ng Chamberlain (1963) , the partition function for ballistic particles

an be written as 

( λ) = 

2 

π1 / 2 

[ 

γ
(

3 

2 

, λ
)

−
(
λ0 

2 − λ2 
)1 / 2 

λ0 

e −ψ γ
(

3 

2 

, λ − ψ 

)] 

, 

(10) 

here ψ = λ2 / ( λ + λ0 ) and γ ( α, x ) = 

∫ x 
0 y 

α−1 e −y dy is the incom-

lete  function. The integral along the line of sight as a function

f the impact parameter, b , must be solved numerically. In Fig. 5

e show example calculations with three different values for the

ravitational potential energy λ0 at the surface of a spherical nu-

leus of 2 km radius. We have multiplied the density integral by

he distance to the centre of the nucleus to simulate the azimuthal

verage and one can see in Fig. 5 the different effect on the prod-

ct resulting from different values of the gravitational surface po-

ential. The combination of the exponential and the multiplication

y b produces a non-linear function which should be evident in

he azimuthal average if particles in ballistic orbits dominate the

oma of the comet in the first few kilometres above the nucleus

urface. 

An alternative approach is to determine the azimuthal aver-

ge under the assumption that the dominant source of scatter-

ng comes from particles that are already in bound orbits. Here

e can compute Keplerian orbits about the nucleus (as was used

or observed individual boulders by Davidsson et al. (2015) ) and

etermine the observed column density dependence. We assume

hat the orbits are isotropically distributed with apoapsides at the

ill radius and periapsides directly about the surface of a spheri-

al 2 km nucleus. Once again, we are looking for the approximate

orm of the azimuthal average to be expected by determining the

olumn density. As the orbits are Keplerian in this calculation and

he mass of the particles are negligible compared to the mass of

he nucleus, there is no particle size dependence. The result of this

alculation can be seen as the solid line in Fig. 6 . A second cal-

ulation has been performed with the periapsis set to 50 km. The

eaking in the azimuthal average at this impact parameter is evi-

ent. 
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of how various near-nucleus processes can affect the azimuthal average. Top left: Deviations from point source geometry and non-radial outflow 

produce a decrease with increasing distance. Top middle: Sublimation reduces the scattering area but the scale length will be different to that of the non-radial outflow 

and dependent on particle properties. Top right: Acceleration shows a similar effect but here the scale length is a function of the drag coefficient and the production rate. 

Bottom left: Rapid fragmentation close to the nucleus increases the effective scattering area so that the azimuthal average rises with distance. The form of the curve is 

unclear but an exponential function is probably reasonable. Bottom middle: Optical depth effects close to the nucleus mask scattering particles. This reduces with distance 

as the dust expands, increasing the visible scattering area. Bottom right: Ballistic particles remain close to the nucleus and obviously do not conform to the free-radial 

outflow approximation. The exact form of the azimuthal average is different for different particle sizes but generally decreases with distance from the nucleus. If particles 

are in bound closed orbits, the azimuthal average can have several different forms but typically increases with distance from the nucleus out to the Hill radius. The effect of 

gravitationally-bound particles is discussed more closely in Section 2.5 . 

Fig. 5. The product of column density and distance for the Chamberlain model for 

quasi-collisionless atmospheres dominated by ballistic particles. The maximum with 

distance of all three curves has been normalised to 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6. Simplified calculation of the dependence of the product of column density 

and distance for gravitationally bound particles within the Hill sphere of 67P. Two 

different assum ptions are shown. The solid line gives the product if the periapsides 

for the particles are all set to the nucleus radius. The dashed line gives the product 

if the periapsis for the particles is set to 50 km. 
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The conclusion from these calculations is that if gravitation-

ally bound particles dominate the scattering area then the az-

imuthal average will not be constant with distance but will have

a curved form. It is conceivable that some combination of the

two gravitationally-bound schemes could produce a constant value

for the azimuthal average. However, this would need these two

schemes to effectively cancel each other out – something which

contradicts Ockham’s razor. Furthermore, it appears that one might

be able to establish an upper limit on the scattering area from slow

moving particles if the value of the azimuthal average shows pre-

dictable behaviour. 
.6. Observations within the innermost coma 

For observations of 1P/Halley and Borrelly, the imaging sys-

ems were at large distances from the nucleus when compared

o the impact parameters being investigated. For 1P/Halley, for ex-

mple, impact parameters up to 100 km were observed from 20–
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0 ·10 3 km. In these cases, the integration of Eq. (1 ) along the line

f sight from −∞ to + ∞ is perfectly adequate. For 67P, however,

osetta was well within the inner coma. For isotropic emission, the

nite integral can be calculated. Observing an impact parameter of

0 km from a distance of 100 km from the nucleus, the difference

etween the finite and the infinite integrals corresponds to ∼3%.

his observing geometry corresponds to a little less than half the

eld of view of the OSIRIS WAC and is therefore not negligible.

n the other hand, comets do not exhibit isotropic emission. If a

osine distribution for emission is assumed and viewed from the

erminator (a typical geometry for the Rosetta spacecraft as will

e shown below) then the difference between the finite and the

nfinite integrals is < 0.3% and should be borne in mind through

he following discussion. 

We now investigate the azimuthal average for 67P. 

. Observations and database construction 

.1. The OSIRIS dataset 

The Optical, Spectroscopic, and Infrared Remote Imaging Sys-

em (OSIRIS, Keller et al., 2007 ) was the scientific camera system

nboard the Rosetta spacecraft. It consisted of two cameras, the

arrow angle camera (NAC) and the wide angle camera (WAC).

oth cameras were equipped with a series of band-pass filters to

tudy the comet in different wavelength ranges. The 12 NAC filters

over a wavelength range of 250–10 0 0 nm and the 14 WAC filters

 range of 240–720 nm. 

The two cameras have fields of view of 2.20 ° × 2.22 ° (NAC) and

1.35 ° × 12.11 ° (WAC) and an angular resolution of 18.6 μrad/px

nd 101.0 μrad/px, respectively. The images are acquired using

048 × 2048 pixel backside illuminated CCD detectors with anti-

looming gates, allowing overexposure of the nucleus without

eading to saturation artefacts in unsaturated pixels. This is a key

roperty for enabling studies of the fainter cometary dust coma

round the bright nucleus. 

The entire OSIRIS dataset of comet 67P contains just over

0,0 0 0 images taken throughout the mission. The images were ac-

uired in the course of different imaging campaigns dedicated to

chieving the scientific objectives although sequences can be used

o address more than one objective. 

The raw image data from the camera was corrected through a

alibration pipeline ( Tubiana et al., 2015 ) and organised into dif-

erent levels according to the degree of correction. The calibration

nd correction pipeline includes corrections for analogue-to-digital

onverter (ADC) offset and gain, bias subtraction, high and low

patial frequency flat fielding, bad pixel and bad column removal,

n exposure time normalisation, radiometric calibration and a cor-

ection for geometric distortion (resulting in level 3 data, in units

f [W m 

−2 sr −1 nm 

−1 ]). For the analysis presented in this paper,

e used images on data correction level 3B, which are additionally

ransformed from radiometric units [W m 

−2 sr −1 nm 

−1 ] into di-

ensionless reflectance units. The reflectance factor is defined as

 = π
I ( i, e, α, λ) 

F ( λ) 
, (11) 

ith the observed spectral radiance I , the solar spectral irradiance

t heliocentric distance from the comet F , the incidence angle i , the

mission angle e , the phase angle α, and the wavelength λ. Note

hat the solar irradiance was calculated at the central wavelength

f each filter. 

.2. Image selection criteria 

Since the OSIRIS image campaigns are dedicated to different

cientific goals, not all the images are suited to studying dust fea-
ures in the innermost coma. To select a suitable dataset for anal-

sis, several selection criteria were defined. They were as follows. 

- Data level 3B: Not all the OSIRIS images were corrected with

the full calibration pipeline. We excluded all images from our

analysis that were not provided in data level 3B. 

- Full image 2048 × 2048 pixels: Both OSIRIS cameras use a

2048 × 2048 pixel CCD detector, but not all the images were

acquired with the maximum possible field of view (FOV). Since

our analysis focusses on dust distribution in the coma, images

with the largest FOV are desirable to study changes in the dust

outflow from the nucleus as far out as possible. 

- Good coverage of the coma: In many cases, OSIRIS NAC images

showed only the nucleus or only a small fraction of the coma.

For the analysis approach with the azimuthal average, it is crit-

ical that the coma is visible around the whole nucleus in ev-

ery direction. We defined the area of interest for dust outflow

as the region spanning from the outer limb of the nucleus to

about a projected comet centric distance (an impact parameter)

of 7 km. Images that do not contain the whole nucleus plus a

circular area of surrounding coma including a majority of the

defined region of interest were rejected. Because of this con-

straint, a major part of the images studied have come from the

WAC. 

- Field of view of < 100 km: Experience showed that images taken

further away and therefore with a large field of view in the tar-

get plane did not have sufficient resolution to study the gen-

eral dust behaviour in the defined region of interest. There-

fore, these images with too large a field of view (correspond-

ing to roughly 50 m/px irrespective of the camera used) were

excluded from analysis. Most of the images rejected with this

fourth criterion date back to the beginning of the mission and

were acquired while the spacecraft was first approaching the

comet. 

- Lower boundary on coma activity: In our analysis we saw that

an insufficient signal-to-noise ratio leads to meaningless results.

Therefore, we excluded images which had a value for the az-

imuthally averaged dust reflectance at 3 km impact parameter

of below A ( b ) ∼ 1.5 ·10 −5 in reflectance units (corresponding to

an azimuthal average of 4.5 cm). This limits our analysis to a

time period from February 2015 to November 2015, when the

comet showed significant coma activity. 

- Shutter errors: During certain periods of the mission some prob-

lems with the mechanical shutters occurred leading to incor-

rect exposure of the detector. OSIRIS images acquired with a

malfunctioning shutter were not a priori excluded from the

database, but could be identified and were excluded from anal-

ysis. Some recovery of these data might be possible in some

cases at a later date. 

- Ghosts: On some images, artificial features are seen superim-

posed on the dust coma. These are so called ghosts arising from

internal reflections from optical components of the system. The

ghosts are always located in the same place if they appear in an

image, but they are in general not very prominent. Neverthe-

less, the ghost blends with the dust coma around the nucleus

and influences our dust analysis. At the moment, we do not

apply any corrections for the effects of the ghosts. We assume

that the images with a ghost present do not significantly influ-

ence the statistical results of our analysis. Although, they might

represent a source of systematic error if the coma is faint. To

reduce the influence of ghosts in our analysis as presented in

this paper we excluded images acquired with the UV and IR fil-

ters, since these images are more prone to show ghosts than

for example images acquired with band-pass filters in the visi-

ble range. 
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Fig. 7. Left: The original OSIRIS WAC image was taken pre-perihelion on the 05.08.2015 with filter combination 18 and a phase angle of 89.5 °. An over-plotted angle 

specification shows the allocation of the transformation angle for the polar transformation. Right: Polar coordinate transform. Impact parameter is along the x-axis and the 

azimuth angle along the y -axis. The nightside is defined as the region inside transformation angle 0 °−180 ° and dayside as 180 °−360 °, because the sun azimuth angle in this 

image is exactly 270 °. 
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- Gas emission contribution in OI-filter : In another step we ex-

cluded images acquired with the WAC narrowband filter com-

bination 17 (OI-filter at 630 nm). Comparisons of intensity pro-

files of images taken with the same observation geometry but

with different filters indicate that in F17 images a significant

amount of the intensity signal comes from gas emission contri-

butions. Although Bodewits et al. (2016) suggested that there is

gas contamination in the F18 (OI continuum filter at 610 nm),

the azimuthal average plots in that filter and in the F16 (Na fil-

ter at 589 nm) show similar behaviour which only deviates in

the order of the image error. Hence, the F17 images were ex-

cluded in our dust coma analysis to prevent bias from gas con-

tribution. We return to this issue below. 

This selection left us with a total of 3553 images in the dataset

for analysis, thereof 1880 WAC images and 1673 NAC images. 

3.3. Single image analysis 

To generate the data included in the database, every suitable

image was passed through an automated image analysis sequence.

In this paragraph, we explain with an example image ( Fig. 7 ) how

the image analysis was carried out. 

- Transformation into polar coordinates: In a first step, the orig-

inal OSIRIS image was transformed into polar coordinates ( Fig.

7 ). 

- The origin was set to the image coordinates of the nucleus cen-

tre of mass, which were determined using the SPICE library and

appropriate kernels. The same origin was also used for the cal-

culation of our impact parameter b ( b = 0 at the image coordi-

nates of the nucleus centre of mass). 

In the polar transformed image, two regions were defined: the

dayside and the nightside. Both regions are defined taking into

account the projected direction to the sun in the image plane.

The dayside includes the regions defined as the solar azimuth

angle ±90 ° and the nightside includes the regions correspond-

ing to the complementary 180 ° in transformation angle. It is

important to keep in mind that the definitions for day- and

nightside as introduced here do not follow the terminator def-

inition for the illuminated dayside and non-illuminated night-

side except in the case when the phase angle takes a value of

exactly 90 °. But since about 50% of the images in the dataset
were taken with a phase angle between 80 °−100 °, the nomen-

clature is reasonably accurate. This division of the full angle

into two regions was intended to gain a better understanding

of the dust outflow. As will be seen, this does indeed provide

some additional insight. 

- Average azimuthal dust reflectance (A/ 2 π ): In a second step, dust

profiles of azimuthally averaged dust reflectance values with

increasing impact parameter were generated ( Fig. 8 left). The

average dust reflectance value as a function of the impact pa-

rameter was computed by taking the mean value of all pixel

intensities along every column of the polar transformed image

matrix. This is equivalent to an azimuthal integration of dust

reflectance along a circular path around the comet nucleus over

a full angle at different impact parameters (divided by 2 π ra-

dians ) . The analysis was carried out for three different integra-

tion ranges: the full azimuthal angle (FA, 0 °−360 °), the dayside

(DS, 180 °−360 °), and the nightside (NS, 0 °−180 °). The limb of

the nucleus is located between 2.5 and 3 km from the origin

depending on the orientation of the nucleus in the image. 

In our example image, the value of A/2 π shows a smooth de-

cline starting at radial distances larger than about 3 km. This

corresponds to the part of the image where the measured re-

flectance comes from the light scattered by dust in the coma

close to the nucleus surface. We observe this behaviour for all

the analysed images. 

Naturally, the average dust reflectance on the dayside is higher

than the average dust reflectance over the full angle. The aver-

age dust reflectance on the nightside is consequently lower. 

- Azimuthal average multiplied by the impact parameter: To study

the nature of the decline in reflectivity more closely, the A/2 π
values were multiplied by the impact parameter, b , to give Ā .

The profile of the azimuthally integrated dust reflectance mul-

tiplied by the impact parameter will be referred to as the “Ā-

curve” in this paper. 

In our example (see Fig. 8 right), we observe a distinct de-

rease of the Ā-curves close to the nucleus (impact parameters

etween 3 and 5 km) until the curve reaches a linear, roughly

onstant, behaviour at impact parameters between 9 and 11 km

rom the nucleus centre. The observed form of the Ā-curves in

ur example image (steep decrease of the Ā-curve close to the

ucleus and transition towards constant behaviour around an im-
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Fig. 8. Left: Average azimuthal dust reflectance with increasing impact parameter of the example image. The different colours correspond to different integration ranges: 

full azimuthal angle (0 °−360 °), dayside (180 °−360 °) and nightside (0 °−180 °). Right: Average azimuthal dust reflectance multiplied by the impact parameter b ( ̄A-curves). 

Table 1 

The slope parameters w and the parameter errors from the fit in units of %/km. 

And the starting point of linear behaviour of the Ā –curve for the full angle, the 

dayside and the nightside. 

Linear gradient w Gradient error σ ’ w Starting point 

Full angle (FA) 0.05%/km 0.02%/km 9.7 km 

Dayside (DS) −0.21%/km 0.01%/km 10.8 km 

Nightside (NS) 0.98%/km 0.03%/km 10.5 km 
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act parameter of ∼10 km) represent the typical Ā-curve behaviour

hich we observed in our analysis. We identified two different be-

aviour regimes in the profile curve: the decrease of azimuthal av-

rage with distance close to the nucleus, which we will refer to as

he “acceleration region” (although acceleration may only be par-

ially responsible for the observed effects), and the “linear regime”

t larger impact parameters. A constant behaviour in the linear

egime of the Ā-curve would correspond to a 1/b-behaviour of dust

utflow in the respective region, which is expected for free-radial

utflow in the absence of phenomena modifying the total dust

article scattering cross-section. (This is the expected “1/r law”.)

n the example analysis, the Ā-curve for the full azimuthal angle

hows a nearly constant behaviour, while the curve for the day-

ide is slightly decreasing. On the nightside we observe a slightly

ncreasing slope. A quantitative analysis of the curve gradients is

iven in Table 1 . The noticeable drop at the end of the Ā-curve in

ig. 8 (right) is an artefact from image transformation and has no

hysical meaning. 

To quantify the linear gradients of the Ā-curves, we fitted the

urve with a function of the form 

f ( b; u, v , w, z ) = 

u 

b v 
+ wb + z, (12)

here b is the impact parameter, u and v are constants describ-

ng the decrease in Ā close to the nucleus, and w and z are con-

tants that determine the behaviour of Ā in the linear regime of

he curve. The slope parameter w determines the slope of the lin-

ar regime of the Ā-curve and z is a constant that is related to the

alue of Af ρ in units of [reflectance units · km]. Note that the ac-

ual functional form is unknown although we do not rule out the

ossibility that the constants u and v might eventually be inverted

n some way to provide physical insight into the processes close

o the nucleus. To fit our data curves, we used the least-squares

outine MPFIT based on the Levenberg–Marquardt algorithm im-

lemented by Markwardt (2009) . 

For theoretical force-free radial dust outflow we would expect

he linear slope parameter w to be exactly 0 from the point source

utwards. In the real case with a finite nucleus and acceleration

e still expect w to be 0 but to reach this value at a distance

rom the nucleus defined by the gas drag, gravity and the nucleus

hape. A significantly increasing ( w > 0) or decreasing ( w < 0)
¯ -curve would indicate deviations from free-radial outflow be-

aviour, leaving room for other driving mechanisms at work in the

nnermost coma (e.g. fragmentation or gravitationally bound parti-

les). It should be clear that our null hypothesis is that including

as drag, gravity and the size of the finite source alone is sufficient

o model the observations. 

The errors on the fit parameters were calculated during the fit-

ing process taking into account the errors on the azimuthal aver-

ge, which were estimated with the help of the background stan-

ard deviation in a 10 × 10 pixel frame on the calibrated image. A

tatistical analysis of the general behaviour of the dust profiles is

resented below. 

With the help of the fit to the Ā-curve it is possible to de-

ermine the starting point of the linear behaviour. We define the

tarting point, b start , as the impact parameter where the ratio of

he linear contribution to the total fit function value exceeds 99%,

hich means the contributions from the power-law has dropped

elow 1%, i.e. 

 start where 
wb + z 

u 
b v 

+ wb + z 
= 0 . 99 

For our example image, the values for w, the errors in w and

he starting points for linear behaviour of the Ā-curve for full an-

le, dayside and nightside, respectively, are given in Table 1 . The

inear gradient is specified in units of [%/km], which allows a more

ntuitive feeling of the significance of the slope. For that we nor-

alise the gradient from the fit with the averaged value of Ā over

he last two kilometres in the profile and multiply by 100. The er-

ors provide an assessment of the significance of the result. 

.4. The Osimana database 

The main purpose of the Osiris Image Analysis (Osimana)

atabase is to collect the data from the single image analysis of

he whole dataset. The following parameters were produced. 

Average azimuthal dust reflectance: From the averaged azimuthal

ust reflectance profile over the full angle four values at different

mpact parameters ( b = 3 km, 5 km, 10 km and b max ) were saved.

he maximum impact parameter b max is different for each image

nd depends on the field of view and the position of the comet in

he image and is included in the database. 

Fit parameters: The results from the fits to the Ā–curves were

aved in the form of the four fit parameters and the corresponding

arameter errors for the full angle, the dayside and the nightside

nalysis. 

Other image information : In addition to the data from image

nalysis, the database contains selected image information ex-

racted from the image header or calculated with the help of the

PICE kernels such as comet-centric distance of the spacecraft or

he phase angle of the observation. 
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Fig. 9. Histograms of linear gradients in units of [%/km] from analysis of data from the WAC camera. (a) This diagram shows the analysis for the dust integration over the 

full angle, in (b) we see the same histogram for the analysis on the dayside and in (c) for the nightside. Positive gradients correspond to an increase in the original Ā-curve, 

negative gradients to a decrease. A linear gradient of zero indicates a constant behaviour of the Ā-curve, which directly relates to a 1/r-behaviour for the dust outflow . 

Fig. 10. As Fig. 9 but for the NAC images in the database. 
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All in all, the database contains a huge amount of information

for the study of the dust dynamics in the innermost coma and we

expect a significant amount of output from detailed analysis. The

major potential of the database lies in statistical analysis of differ-

ent properties of the dust coma and their evolution over a longer

period of time. Here, we provide an initial overview of some of the

key properties. 

4. Analysis 

4.1. Approach to “1/r” behaviour 

As illustrated in Section 2 , in the absence of effects from

gravitationally-influenced particles and effects influencing the to-

tal particle scattering cross-section (e.g. fragmentation), we expect

the azimuthal average to approach a “1/r law” as the impact pa-

rameter increases and thus the linear slope, w , should be zero for

the azimuthal average, Ā . 

We have plotted histograms showing the distribution of the fit

parameter w , which corresponds to the slope in the linear regime

of the Ā–curve. The histograms in Fig. 9 are for the WAC dataset

while Fig. 10 shows the analysis for the NAC. The bin size in each

histogram was chosen to be the median value of the uncertainties

of the corresponding slope parameters w in [%/km], σ ’ w 

. 

In Fig. 9 a), the complete azimuthal average is shown. A compar-

ison with a Gaussian distribution shows that the derived values of

w closely follow a normal distribution about the mean. The distri-

bution of slope parameter w peaks at 0.26%/km, about 1.5 σ ’ w 

from

the expected value of zero. There is a small tail towards values of

w > 0 indicating an occasional tendency for Ā in some images to

decrease less steeply than 1/r. 

If the angular integration is confined to the dayside only, the

value of w is significantly lower. The distribution has its maxi-
um at a value of −0.26%/km. We therefore observe a tendency

or falling curves on the dayside as our example image analysis in

ection 3 already suggested. If the angular integration is confined

o the nightside, w is higher. In most of the images we observe

ising Ā-curves on the nightside and the mean value of the dis-

ribution is at about 1.5%/km. This means that the dust brightness

ith impact parameter is in general decreasing less steeply than

/r on the nightside. The error analysis indicates that this result is

ignificant. 

The width of the distribution of the full angle analysis is quite

road with a half width at half maximum being more than 6 σ ’ w 

here the sigma value is derived from the median of the error

n w in the least-squares fit. Changes of this magnitude are not

egligible as they would, if significant, correspond to changes in

he effective scattering cross-section of the particles over a dis-

ance of about 10 km. On the other hand, more than one phys-

cal process would need to be at work to produce both negative

nd positive values of w . To illustrate the difficulty, the dust would

ave to be subliming some of the time and fragmenting into opti-

ally active daughters at other times. This is conceivable but seems

ather improbable. This may indicate that our error analysis has

een slightly over-optimistic. 

The NAC results show very similar trends although the values

or the peaks of the histograms are slightly shifted towards lower

 compared to the WAC analysis but are identical within error.

or the full azimuthal average, the peak of the Gaussian fit to the

istribution is closer than 1 σ ’ w 

to a value of zero ( Fig. 10 a). For

he dayside analysis, we see that the distribution shows a peak at

bout −1%/km. The distribution for the nightside analysis shows

he same shift towards lower linear gradients, although its mean

alue remains positive at 0.94%/km. 

The agreement between the broad-band filters used in the NAC

nd the narrower band filters used in the WAC for the full angle
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Fig. 11. Distribution of the slope parameter, w , for images acquired in filter 17 (OI) 

showing a deviation from 1/r at the 5 sigma level. 
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Fig. 12. The resulting Af ρ values calculated from the constant value, z , from the fit 

to the azimuthal average with impact parameter, b . The variation with heliocentric 

distance is to be expected. A phase angle normalization to α = 90 ° has been applied 

to the data shown in this plot. The green data points mark Af ρ values calculated for 

single images and the red data points indicate averaged Af ρ values over one comet 

day. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader 

is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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ndicates that gas emissions are not of significance (within the er-

or of the measurement) for this analysis. 

There are potential explanations for the observed effects. The

ifference between the dayside and the nightside slopes are possi-

ly the result of transport of dust from the dayside to the nightside

emisphere, leading to decreasing slopes on the dayside and in-

reasing slopes on the nightside. This would have a larger relative

ffect on the nightside given that the nightside is far less active

han the dayside. We shall show in the next section that this is a

lausible explanation. An alternative is that the shadowing of the

ust in the nightside coma by the nucleus itself has a measure-

ble effect. The nightside hemisphere subtends 2 π steradian while

he shadowed solid angle is a function of the impact parameter.

f nightside dust emission were isotropic this could produce an ef-

ect equivalent to + 1.2%/km in the behaviour of Ā and thus smaller

han the observed mean value. Additionally, the dust is certainly

ot isotropic and we would assume this to be a stringent upper

imit. In conclusion, the shadowing from the nucleus cannot ex-

lain the whole amount of rising nightside curves, although it is

robably responsible for a part of the effect. 

It might be thought that radiation pressure effects producing

eflected particles might contribute to the brightness in the night-

ide coma. However, it is fairly simple to demonstrate that this ef-

ect so close to the nucleus is probably negligible. 

The differences in the peaks of the distributions between NAC

nd WAC illustrates a small inconsistency. The calibration of the

wo cameras seems an improbable explanation. However, it is to

e noted that, for the NAC images, the field of view is generally

maller than for the WAC. Therefore, we are probably biased by

mages where the decrease of the Ā-curve in the acceleration re-

ion still dominates the general behaviour and where there are in-

ufficient data points in the linear regime to guide the solution.

his is also apparent from the error on the linear slope parameter

hich is systematically higher for the NAC. The phase angle distri-

ution (for the NAC most images were at phase angles below 90 °)
ay also play a role. 

Based on our statistical analysis of the linear gradients we con-

lude that the dust outflow in general converges towards a 1/r be-

aviour in the inner coma. Although the statistical analysis pro-

ides a clear picture, the rather broad distributions leave some

oom for further investigation of individual images to establish

hy some images deviate from the mean. 

We also note in passing that the azimuthal average in the OI

630 nm) filter deviated from zero by more than 5 σ ’ w 

indicating
as contamination in this filter ( Fig. 11 ). Further detailed compari-

on is a subject of future work. 

.2. A rough estimate on the influence of gravitationally bound 

articles 

Given the major discussion on-going about the relative num-

er of large non-escaping particles in the emitted flux, we have

sed the calculation in Section 2.2 to make a crude estimate. Non-

scaping particles are not force-free and do not follow a 1/r law

s shown in Section 2.2 . Assuming a λ0 of 5 at the surface of the

ucleus in the Chamberlain model, the brightness decrease with

istance falls corresponding to w < −3%/km over impact parame-

ers comparable to those used in our data analysis. The histograms

re showing values of > −1%/km. Thus, if a λ0 = 5 is realistic, the

roportional scattering area of particles in these ballistic trajecto-

ies must < (1/3) or < 33%. Clearly, the uncertainty on the initial

jection velocity of these particles would make this estimate highly

ncertain. For lower values of λ0 at the surface, the effect would

e difficult if not impossible to extract from the profile cuves in

ur approach. However, depending on the value of λ it indicates

hat the tendency towards 1/r shown by our analysis may place a

igorous constraint on the numbers of returning particles. This will

e the subject of further work. 

.3. The value of the constant, z 

The fitting routine provides, as output, the constant, z , which

s the value that Ā approaches at large distances from the nucleus

ssuming free radial outflow. z is a value that can directly be linked

o the Af ρ value introduced by A’Hearn et al. (1984) , which enables

irect comparison of coma activity of comets. 

In Fig. 12 , we see Af ρ expressed as a function of time to peri-

elion and therefore heliocentric distance. The plot shows how the

f ρ value was increasing as the comet moved towards perihelion

nd became more active. 

To calculate Af ρ for our observational data we used the fit off-

et parameter z . In a first step, z was normalised to a uniform
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Fig. 13. Diurnal variations of Af ρ value. The data points were acquired between 

the 04.05.2015 and the 05.05.2015 with the WAC camera and filter combination 18. 

The variations are most probably an effect of the complex shape and the inhomo- 

geneous activity of comet 67P. 

Fig. 14. This diagram shows the starting points of the linear behaviour of the single 

image analysis in green dots. The average starting point over one comet day is plot- 

ted in red diamonds. The errors on the average starting points arise from statistical 

standard deviations of the daily changes. In orange the mean starting point over the 

whole time period is plotted. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this 

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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phase angle of 90 °. This was achieved with the help of the scatter-

ing phase function of 67P as derived from OSIRIS observations by

Bertini et al. (2017) . Because no analytical description of the phase

curve was available we used a simple polynomial fit of 6th order

to Bertini’s data, which describes very well the phase function in

the pivotal range between 20 ° and 150 ° and is sufficiently accurate

for our purposes. 

The relationship of the phase angle corrected offset parame-

ter, z , to Af ρ is not completely straightforward. Fink and Rubin

(2012) use the equation 

F obs = 

∫ 
2 π Ib 

�2 
db 

for the flux from a comet when using a circular aperture centred

on the comet nucleus that is equivalent to a projected radius b at

an observer-comet distance of �. Multiplying the observed radi-

ance, I , by π /F � allows us to replace the flux with the reflectance

so that 

π
F obs 

F �
= 

∫ 
2 πRb 

�2 
db . 

Eliminating the π , we have an expression for F obs /F � which can

be substituted in A’Hearn et al.’s definition of Af , i.e. 

A f = 

4 �2 

b 2 
F obs 

F �

which gives 

A f = 

8 

b 2 

∫ 
Rb db. 

For the force-free radial outflow case, Rb is a constant and its

mean value on a circular path centred on the nucleus is our Ā ,

or in this case the value of our constant offset parameter z . This

shows that 

A fρ = 8 ̄A = 8 z 

The results shown in Fig. 12 indicate that our maximum value

of Af ρ is about 210 cm occurring 20 days after perihelion. This is

in remarkable agreement with Af ρ values given by Agarwal et al.

(2007) in the pre-prime mission dust environment model for 67P.

Snodgrass et al. (2016) measured 400 cm at a phase angle of

34 ° (Snodgrass, pers. comm.). They then extrapolated this to zero

phase angle to get 10 0 0 cm. We have normalized them at 90 ° us-

ing Bertini et al.’s phase curve. One should note that 90 ° is almost

a minimum of the phase curve and is very appropriate for normal-

ization of OSIRIS observations. Hence, there is actually consistency

– at least in the trend – with the Snodgrass et al. result because at

90 ° their Af ρ leads to a value that must be < 400 cm. 

In our data analysis we see significant diurnal variations in the

observed Af ρ values. In Fig. 13 , an example of the observed varia-

tions is given. The data were acquired between 04–05.05.2015. The

data points follow a periodic curve with two maxima, one with a

large amplitude and one with a smaller amplitude. The variation is

around 30% peak-to-peak. We observe a periodicity of roughly 0.5

Earth day which corresponds to the spin period of 67P of ∼12.4 h.

The diurnal variations are thus most probably an effect of the ir-

regular shape and an inhomogeneous surface activity of comet 67P.

4.4. Derivation of the starting point of linear behaviour 

The fitting routine can also provide an estimate of the distance

from the nucleus at which 1/r behaviour can be assumed. We re-

ferred to this above as the “starting point”. We determined starting

points for every image in the analysis ( Fig. 14 ). Because we observe

significant changes in the starting point due to different viewing

geometries, the major contribution being a periodic change aris-

ing from comet rotation, we calculated the average starting point
or each comet day as the mean value of the starting points of all

ingle images acquired at that same day. The error on the average

tarting point is merely the standard deviation of the single start-

ng points. The mean value of the starting point over the period of

ime covered by our dataset was then found to be 11.9 ± 2.8 km.

hus, in the general case, effects influencing deviations from 1/r

lose to the nucleus are becoming insignificant at distances larger

han about 6 comet radii from the nucleus centre. However, from

he plot we can see that the starting point is probably not constant

ith time. A minimum is seen close to perihelion near the peak of

roduction rate. 

. Modelling of the dust outflow and comparisons 

.1. The DSMC approach 

In the introduction, we have already shown an example of a

SMC gas dynamics simulation for a spherically symmetric case

o illustrate the effect of acceleration on the azimuthal average in

 simplified model and to show that we can deduce profiles from

ur simulations that can be compared to results from data analysis.

he code used is called UltraSPARTS ( http://www.plasmati.tw ) and

http://www.plasmati.tw
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s a commercialized derivative of the PDSC ++ code ( Su, 2013 ) used

n previous papers (e.g. Marschall et al., 2016 , 2018 ). PDSC ++ is a

 ++ based, parallel DSMC code which is capable of simulating 2D,

D-axisymmetric, and 3D flow fields. The code has been developed

ver the past 15 years ( Wu and Lian, 2003; Wu et al., 2004; Wu

nd Tseng, 2005 ) and contains several important features includ-

ng the implementation of 2D and 3D hybrid unstructured grids,

 transient adaptive sub-cell method (TAS) for denser flows, and

 variable time-step scheme (VTS). In the parallel version, com-

utational tasks are distributed using the Message Passing Inter-

ace (MPI) protocol. A Domain Re-Decomposition (DRD) method,

o optimize the parallel performance, has also been implemented

 Liao, 2017 ). 

In addition to spherical cases, the 3D shape model of the nu-

leus can be integrated as the input surface into the computa-

ion with the help of a grid generation program. Here, we use the

RIDGEN program from Pointwise to map the SHAP7 shape model

 Preusker et al., 2018 ) of the nucleus of 67P into the simulation

ode. 

To calculate the surface gas flux used for the boundary con-

ition in our numerical simulation we impose a simple ther-

al model neglecting thermal conductivity ( Gulkis et al. (2015) ;

chloerb et al., 2015 ) but including sublimation of water ice. The

esulting gas production rate is thus driven only by the incidence

eat flux from the solar radiation and we therefore call this type

f boundary condition purely-insolation driven outgassing. A more

horough description of the simulation setup and an extensive pa-

ameter study including comparisons of the model results with

osetta OSIRIS and ROSINA (Rosetta Orbiter Spectrometer for Ion

nd Neutral Analysis) data is presented in Marschall et al. (2016) . 

Once the gas flow field has been derived, the motion of dust

articles within the flow is calculated using equations of motion

ased on drag and gravitational forces as has already been shown

or the spherical case in Section 2 . The complex shape of the comet

as been taken into account in the gravitational model. The model

ssumes a total nucleus mass of 1 × 10 13 kg ( Sierks et al., 2015 ).

or the dust particles a constant density of 440 kg/m 

3 was as-

umed. A more detailed description of the used gravitational mod-

ls is also presented in Marschall et al. (2016) . 

The intention of this section of the paper is to demonstrate

he validity of the use of the azimuthal average and to illustrate

hat a numerical model of the dust outflow successfully repro-

uces most of the features seen in the analysis of the data pre-

ented in Section 4 . We will not stress and/or optimize the bound-

ry conditions of our simulation in detail (as has been done in

arschall et al. 2016 ). The aim is to illustrate the deviations from

/r resulting from breaking point source or spherically symmetric

eometry using a realistic shape model and a realistic activity dis-

ribution. We begin however by returning briefly to the spherical

ase. 

.2. Simplified cases – azimuthal average 

We applied our method of image analysis to simulation results

enerated from numerical model calculations of gas and dust flow

nd analysed profiles calculated as the integral of the column den-

ity multiplied by the impact parameter around the full azimuthal

ngle on concentric circles from the comet centre. The latter cor-

esponds directly to the azimuthal average. The gas calculations

ave been carried out for an insolation driven case with no ther-

al inertia implying peak emission from the sub-solar point and

he emission decreasing to zero at the terminator. The viewing ge-

metry in all four cases in Fig. 15 correspond to 90 ° phase angle

bservations. In Fig. 15 (a), (c) and (d) the spherical model was used

n the simulation and only in case (b) the shape model of 67P was

sed. In this section we use the model calculations to demonstrate
he dependency of the behaviour of the azimuthal average in the

cceleration region on particle size and production rate. As will be

een, this shows the challenges we are facing when studying the

cceleration region in remote sensing data. 

The profiles in Fig. 15 (a) were generated with a gas production

ate of Q g = 2 kg s −1 and the dust calculations on the gas flow

eld were performed for five different particle sizes between 0.01

nd 10 0 0 μm. We observe a dependency of the behaviour of the

acceleration region” in the profile curves on the different particle

izes. The azimuthal average of simulation results calculated with

arger particles shows a tendency to decrease less steeply close to

he comet surface. 

In Fig. 15 (b) we used the same model specifications but in-

tead of the spherical nucleus the shape model of 67P was used

s the input boundary of the simulation. The profile curves show

he same fundamental behaviour seen in Fig. 15 (a). Because of the

omplex shape of the nucleus of 67P, the azimuthal average cannot

e evaluated down to the surface and a large part of the “acceler-

tion region” is lost for analysis. 

In both cases, the differences between the profile curves of dif-

erent particle sizes are rather small. The slightly less steep de-

rease in the “acceleration region” for large particles could be an

ffect of gravity which is trapping particles in ballistic trajectories

lose to the comet and thus causing the dust brightness to de-

rease less steeply. However, the differences are so small one could

robably not distinguish between the different particle sizes only

rom the behaviour of the azimuthal average in data analysis from

SIRIS images. 

In Fig. 15 (c) we show the dependency of the behaviour of the

zimuthal average in the acceleration region on changes in the gas

roduction rate. Three simulations with three different gas produc-

ion rates were analysed for a particle size of 90 μm. The high pro-

uction rates (20 and 200 kg s −1 ) show very similar behaviour and

ecrease more steeply in the “acceleration region” than the low

roduction rate (2 kg s −1 ) case. 

In Fig. 15 (d) a comparison of profile curves shows that we con-

erve the behaviour of the dust outflow if production rates and

article sizes are scaled proportionally. This can easily be seen

rom the drag equation. The behaviour holds for particles large

nough such that their speed is much smaller than the gas speed

ut not as large such that their dynamics is influenced signifi-

antly by gravity. Any size distribution dominated by this interme-

iate size range will thus also scale in the mentioned manner. This

lso indicates that we cannot determine production rate or par-

icle size from the behaviour of the azimuthal average alone be-

ause there are several different combinations leading to exactly

he same behaviour. On the other hand, this gives us the opportu-

ity to compare low production rate simulation cases with image

nalysis from images acquired during perihelion transit by simply

aking into account that the results apply to different particle sizes

hat scale proportionally to the production rate. 

.3. Simplified cases – dayside–nightside transport 

In the analysis of the linear slope parameter w in Section 4.1 we

aw a strong indication for lateral dust transfer in form of a signifi-

ant asymmetry in the results for dayside and nightside. By study-

ng this phenomenon in numerical simulations with different se-

ups, we show that the irregular shape of the nucleus of 67P has

n important influence on the rate of dust transfer towards the

ightside. 

In Fig. 16 (left) we can see a calculation for a spherical nucleus

f 2 km in radius. The gas solution is again an insolation-driven

ase with no thermal inertia. The dust solution has been calcu-

ated for 10 μm particles only for simplicity. The azimuthal average

as been computed for the full 2 π about the nucleus. The day-
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Fig. 15. The different plots show profiles of column densities multiplied with impact parameter, which is proportional to the azimuthal average, Ā , of simulation results. The 

model uses a sphere with radius 2 km as an input boundary, except in plot (b) for which the shape of 67P was used. The model includes only acceleration of gas and dust 

and gravity from the nucleus. Some model specifications are given in the plot legends. The plots in panels (a) and (c) clearly show that the dust outflow behaviour in the 

acceleration region is dependent on both, the particle size and the gas production rate. A comparison with panel (b) shows that the dust outflow behaviour shows similar 

results for simulations based on the 67P shape model. The plot in panel (d) illustrates that different combinations of particle size and production rate lead to exactly the 

same behaviour in dust outflow and are thus indistinguishable. 

Fig. 16. The azimuthal average for model calculations. Left: For a spherical nucleus. Right: For a 67P shape model. The two calculations have been made for identical 

conditions. A gas production rate of 2 kg /s has been used. 10 μm particles have been used and the azimuthal average has been computed at a phase angle of 90 °. Plots 

integrating over the dayside and the nightside separately are shown. The plots have all been normalised at an impact parameter of 10 km. We can see that the irregular 

shape of the nucleus of 67P is significantly influencing the lateral dust transport to the nightside. 
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side and nightside contributions have also been calculated and all

plots have been normalized to 1 at 10 km for ease of comparison.

The azimuthal average drops rapidly with distance and reaches its

asymptotic value around 8–9 km from the centre of the sphere.

The nightside component to the azimuthal average shows a rising

value with distance. There is no emission from the nightside of the

sphere but non-radial flow transfers dust to the nightside hemi-

sphere and can be seen in the contribution to azimuthal average. 

In Fig. 16 (right), the same calculation has been performed but

with the shape model of 67P. One can see that the shape has

some influence on the rate at which dust is transferred to the

nightside hemisphere: The irregular shape of 67P, which features

a lot of surface area not orthogonal to the radial direction from
he comet centre, permits lateral dust transport more easily than

n the spherical case where the dust is leaving the comet perpen-

icular to the surface. 

The azimuthal average cannot be computed down to the surface

ecause of the irregular shape. Hence, we miss a lot of the acceler-

tion region and so the maximum value of the azimuthal average

s not as high as in the spherical case. However, the fundamen-

al behaviour of the azimuthal average is identical to the spherical

ase and to the behaviour of the azimuthal average observed in

ust outflow analysis of OSIRIS images. 

When studying the ratio of particles returning to the nucleus,

e clearly see a dependency on particle size in simulation results

as expected). Because gravity is acting more strongly on the big-
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Fig. 17. Ratio of the redeposited dust on the nucleus to the total dust mass pro- 

duction rate. The dust solution was calculated for different particle sizes on a gas 

simulation with 1.5 kg s −1 gas production rate and a gas to dust production rate 

ratio of 1. For particle sizes smaller than 10 −5 m we see that gravity does not play 

a dominant role and most of the particles are escaping from the comet. Particles 

above 10 −3 m are not escaping anymore but are to 100% captured in ballistic tra- 

jectories and eventually redeposited on the comet surface. 
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er and therefore heavier particles we expect to get higher rates of

ack-falling particles for simulation calculations with a larger par-

icle size. 

In a simulation with a gas production rate of 1.5 kg/s and a

as to dust production rate ratio of 1, we calculated the ratios of

edeposited particles to the total amount of dust particles in the

imulation for different particle sizes. In the simulation the shape

odel of 67P was used. The results are shown in Fig. 17 . For par-

icle sizes smaller than 10 μm we see that gravity does not play

 dominant role and most of the particles are escaping from the

omet. The constant value of about 2.5% redeposited dust parti-

les is probably an effect of the irregular shape of the nucleus and

riginates primarily from the neck region where particles are lifted

rom one cliff and redeposited on the opposite cliff without neces-

arily being influenced by gravity. 

Gravity starts to play a role for dust particles larger than 10 μm

nd particles larger than 1 mm do not escape from the comet at

ll in this model. They are captured in ballistic trajectories and re-

eposited onto the surface. This also means that more particles

re appearing on the nightside because ballistic particle trajecto-

ies cause lateral dust transport. 

.4. The non-symmetric case and deviations from point source 

eometry 

The study of dust profiles is an accepted approach for study-

ng the dust outflow behaviour for comets. The difficulty is to

efine the profiles in a meaningful way such that unambiguous

nd reproducible results are guaranteed. Dust profiles along sim-

le lines on the image plane lead to difficulties because they are

xtremely sensitive to the spatially fine structure of the coma and

he orientation of the profile line. In Fig. 18 (right) we clearly see

he effects of varying the azimuthal angle of different radial pro-

le lines on the shape of the dust profiles in a relatively simple

odel. The changes in the behaviour of the dust profiles are signif-

cant and the example demonstrates that the deduction of a gen-

ral behaviour of the dust outflow from single line profiles is not

 straightforward approach if it is possible at all. The simulation

mage used in this example ( Fig. 18 left) was generated with only
cceleration of gas and dust from the surface and the shape effect

f the irregular nucleus influencing the final structure of the coma.

Studying dust outflow with the azimuthal average poses a way

f avoiding the main problems that arise with single line pro-

les. In the azimuthal average approach, integrations of the dust

oma along circular paths around the nucleus (corresponding to

losed cylindrical surfaces in full 3D) make sure that no dust is lost

rom the analysis. Dispersing or overlapping jets due to geometry

r comet dynamics on the image plane do not cause problems in

he analysis. The resulting profiles of azimuthal average reflect the

eneral dust outflow behaviour and provide unambiguous results,

hich can be easily compared to other profile curves. 

The numerical model is especially useful to study the isolated

ffects of single processes or coma characteristics on the azimuthal

verage. This might help in the future to determine the specific

cale lengths of physical processes at work in the inner coma and

ossibly identify them in real observation profiles. 

.5. The starting point of the linear regime 

We calculated the starting point of the linear behaviour for

imulation images from model calculations on a simulation grid

overing a radial domain of 20 km around the shape of comet

7P. For the calculations we used the same method that we used

n the starting point calculations for OSIRIS images described in

ection 3.3 . The model simulations were set up with different dust

article sizes to study the starting point as a function of dust par-

icle size. Our results are shown in Fig. 19 . We find the starting

oint of the linear regime to lie between 11.7 km and 12.5 km for

ur simulated dust coma. This agrees very well (inside the calcu-

ated error) with the starting point that we estimated from OSIRIS

mage analysis in Section 4.4 . 

We notice a dependency of the starting point on the dust par-

icle size, although the variations are quite small. Dust particles

ith sizes between 0.1 and 1 μm seem to show approximately the

ame behaviour independent of particle size and free-radial out-

ow can be assumed beyond distances of 12 km from the nucleus

entre. Below that size range, the starting point and the particle

ize seem to scale almost proportionally (i.e. smaller particles have

 smaller starting point) and the same applies for particles larger

han 1 μm. This implies that the smaller particles reach their fi-

al outflow velocity earlier. In the increasing starting point values

or larger particles we might already see the influence of gravity

n the particles. When gravitationally bound particles in ballistic

rajectories contribute significantly to the azimuthal average in the

egion close to the nucleus, i.e. in the “acceleration region”, the de-

rease of the azimuthal average close to the nucleus would be less

teep. Because we defined the starting point of the linear regime as

he point at which the contribution of the power-law in the fit to

he azimuthal average drops below the 1% level, the starting point

ould be shifted towards larger distances for a more moderately

ecreasing power-law in the “acceleration region” as we observe

or larger dust particles. 

. Discussion and conclusions 

The conclusions from the study can be summarized as follows: 

From analyses of many single images, we have identified the

ypical behaviour of the azimuthal average, Ā , with impact param-

ter, b . The Ā-curves can be divided in two different regions: the

acceleration region” close to the nucleus where the azimuthal av-

rage profile decreases more steeply than a “1/r law”, and the lin-

ar regime where the profile converges towards constant behaviour

t larger impact parameters. 

For 67P, the azimuthal average, computed as the integral of

he product of dust reflectance and impact parameter over con-
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Fig. 18. Simple example showing deviations from 1/r in profiles. This is a model with no fragmentation, no sublimation effects and no optical depths. The plot to the right 

shows the values of I ·r (in arbitrary units). Only deviations from point source geometry and the acceleration of the gas/dust is included. Variations in adjacent profiles clearly 

demonstrate that profiles do not provide a straightforward interpretation of the outflow. 

Fig. 19. Starting point of the linear regime of the Ā-curve for the full angle anal- 

ysis derived from simulation images generated on a simulation grid with a 20 km 

domain around the shape model of comet 67P. We used a gas production rate of 

1.5 kg/s in our simulation and a gas to dust production rate ratio of 1. The simula- 

tion images were generated for a viewing geometry with a phase angle of 90 ° The 

same model calculations were executed for different particle sizes and the starting 

point was then calculated using the same method as described in the single image 

analysis in Section 3.3 . 
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centric circles around the nucleus, decreases with increasing im-

pact parameter in the first few kilometres. This is in the oppo-

site sense to the behaviour of the azimuthal average observed at

comet 1P/Halley ( Thomas and Keller, 1990 ). This indicates that the

dominant physical processes governing the dust brightness distri-

bution within the first 6–10 comet radii from the nucleus centre

are fundamentally different. In the case of 1P/Halley, particle frag-

mentation into optically active daughter products or optical depth

effects (or a combination of the two) were dominant. In the case of

67P, deviations from point source geometry, particle acceleration,

particle fragmentation into optically inactive daughter products or
ublimation (or a combination of two or more of these processes)

ere dominant. 

A large number of OSIRIS images were analysed and the essen-

ial information from the single image analysis was collected into

 database. This enables statistical analysis of selected parameters

ver an extended dataset. We studied the dust outflow behaviour

n the linear regime more closely by performing a statistical anal-

sis regarding the distribution of the linear slope parameter w of

 fit to the Ā-curves. We found that the distributions of the lin-

ar slope gradient closely follow Gaussian distributions with mean

alues that are closer to zero than 2 σ ’ w 

indicating adherence to

 1/r law. There is good agreement between the distributions cal-

ulated separately for the NAC and the WAC images. The NAC uses

roader bandwidth filters while the WAC uses narrow-band filters.

he agreement indicates that the WAC filters used for the analy-

is are not significantly affected by gas emissions within the band.

 distribution computed using the OI (630 nm) filter in the WAC

oes however show a significant difference with a brightness pro-

le less steep than 1/r. We conclude that gas is a major “contami-

ant” in this filter. 

We define the “starting point” as the impact parameter where

he ratio of the linear contribution to the total fit function value

xceeds 99%, which means that the contributions from the power-

aw used to fit the acceleration region has dropped below 1%.

he analysis showed that the average starting point of the 1/r be-

aviour is at 11.9 ± 2.8 km corresponding to 6 comet radii from

he nucleus centre and we suggest this as a means of defining the

istance beyond which 1/r behaviour for the dust can be assumed.

owever, it should be noted that the starting point is probably

ime dependent and the average value over the whole time period

erely presents a typical value. 

Splitting the integration into two and integrating over the day-

ide and nightside separately gives some additional insights in the

hysical processes ongoing in the inner coma (e.g. we can see

trong indications for lateral dust transport). The mean value of the

istribution for the WAC dayside analysis, which includes most of

he coma activity and is not biased by shadowing effects, shows a

endency for falling Ā-curves, hinting that some of the dust may

e transferred to the nightside hemisphere. 
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The dust flow behaviour on the nightside significantly differs

rom the behaviour observed on the dayside or for the full az-

muthal angle integration of dust reflectance around the nucleus.

tatistical analysis of the slope gradients on the nightside show

hat in a majority of images dust reflectance on the nightside de-

reases less steeply than a “1/r law”. 

The observed differences between the behaviour on the dayside

nd nightside are probably caused by a combination of two effects.

n the one hand, the nightside coma is partly shadowed from sun-

ight by the nucleus. Because the ratio of shadowed coma to il-

uminated coma is large close to the nucleus but decreases with

ncreasing impact parameter this leads to rising Ā-curves on the

ightside. We have estimated the deviation from 1/r on the night-

ide caused by shadowing from the nucleus and found a value of

t maximum + 1.2%/km for the rising slope due to this effect. This

ould be just about sufficient to explain the nightside observa-

ion in isolation. However, we expect a similar behaviour to arise

rom lateral flow of particles from the dayside to the nightside.

uch a process would explain the dayside behaviour as well and

odel calculations support this interpretation by reproducing the

ehaviour of the azimuthal average well. 

From analysis of our fit value of the offset parameter, z , we have

alculated Af ρ values of the coma of 67P as a function of time. The

alues we found agree well with Af ρ values for 67P from the pa-

er of Agarwal et al. (2007) and are consistent with the results of

nodgrass et al. (2016) when the phase angles of the observations

re accounted for. In our analysis we found a maximum Af ρ value

f about 210 cm at 20 days post-perihelion when data is normal-

zed to a phase angle of 90 °. 
The numerical model used in this paper only included effects

rom the irregular shape of the comet nucleus and acceleration of

ust particles through gas drag and gravity. We show that other ef-

ects such as fragmentation or sublimation are not required. These

rocesses cannot be ruled out but application of Ockham’s razor

emands that they are not required to explain the results herein. 

With the help of the simulations it is possible to study effects

f isolated processes, as demonstrated above, or a special combina-

ion of two or more processes on the dust outflow behaviour. This

an help in the future with the differentiation between processes

t work in the “acceleration region” where we observe deviations

rom 1/r outflow behaviour. By studying effects of sublimation or

ragmentation in the same manner as we studied the effects of ac-

eleration on the azimuthal average in this paper it can help to de-

ermine the specific scale lengths of physical processes and thereby

ith the interpretation of results from data analysis. 
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ppendix A. Additional examples of single image analysis 

In this appendix we present some more examples of sin-

le OSIRIS images analysed using our approach as described in

ection 3.3 . The selected images show examples throughout the

hole period of image acquisition during the year 2015. We show

mages from different time periods, different filters and the two

ifferent cameras NAC and WAC. We will point out the differences

etween the images and address the difficulties during analysis

 Figs A .1 –A .4 ). 

Every example contains the original OSIRIS image (a) with en-

anced contrast to make the faint coma visible. We then show

he profile of the azimuthal average (b) and the Ā -curves (c) for

he full angle (black), the dayside (red) and the nightside analysis

blue) and the fits to the Ā -curves in orange. 

It should be noted that the scale on the abscissa is individu-

lly scaled and is intended to increase visibility of small devia-

ions from 1/r. A list of example images discussed in this paper

s given below. The first image 1) is the example image used in

ection 3.3 and is not repeated here. 

In two additional examples at the end we will show a compari-

on of profile curves from images acquired with the three narrow-

and WAC filter combinations 16, 17, and 18. We will focus on the

ffects of gas contribution visible in filter 17. 

Full image name of OSIRIS images discussed in this paper

 Table 2 ): 

1) WAC_2015-08-05T13.01.46.512Z_IDB0_13975490 0 0_F18 

2) WAC_2015-02-09T16.32.10.070Z_IDB0_13975490 0 0_F18 

3) WAC_2015-05-06T22.15.54.857Z_IDB0_13975490 0 0_F17 

4) NAC_2015-08-26T18.19.26.156Z_IDB0_1397549001_F24 

5) NAC_2015-09-29T02.47.23.743Z_IDB0_13975490 0 0_F22 

6) WAC_2015-07-25T08.08.46.806Z_IDB0_13975490 0 0_F18 

7) WAC_2015-07-25T08.09.02.479Z_IDB0_1397549001_F17 

8) WAC_2015-08-01T17.13.33.341Z_IDB0_13975490 0 0_F18 

9) WAC_2015-08-01T17.13.41.502Z_IDB0_1397549001_F16 

Example image #2 

In this first additional example ( Fig. A.1 ) the dust coma is visi-

le inside a radius of approximately 9 km projected distance. The

oma is still faint: the azimuthal average multiplied with the im-

act parameter for the dayside is here below the level of the

ightside curve for images around perihelion (compare Fig. 8 ). We

ee that the Ā -profile outside the acceleration region is slightly

urved but shows almost linear behaviour beyond impact parame-

ers of about 5 km. The Ā -curve for the full angle is slightly rising,

hereas the dayside analysis suggests a dust outflow behaviour

ollowing a “1/r law”. The Ā curve for the nightside is clearly rising.

e observe this behaviour in many of the images and it is proba-

ly an effect of non-radial dust flow towards the nightside possibly

n combination with effects of shadowing by the nucleus. 

Example image #3 

The image ( Fig. A.2 ) was acquired around equinox in May 2015.

e see here an example which has a viewing geometry on the

omet with a lower phase angle of 63.8 °. The profile analysis only

xtends out to impact parameters of about 8 km, although in the

riginal image we see a much larger part of the coma in the up-

er half of the image. But because we need the full 2 π integration

round the comet for the full angle azimuthal average analysis and

he nucleus is not located in the centre of the image we are lim-

ted to low impact parameters. In the Ā -curves the acceleration re-

ion is not very pronounced and follows a rather flat decrease. The
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Fig. A.1. The original OSIRIS WAC image was taken on the 09.02.15 with filter 18 (Vis 610) and a phase angle of 87.5 °. 

Table 2 

Image information extracted from the Osimana database for the example images that are shown in this paper. The numbers on the 

left side refer to the corresponding image in the list below. 

# Date Camera Filter Heliocentric distance (AU) Comet centric distance (km) Phase angle (deg) 

1 05.08.2015 WAC Vis 610 (18) 1.25 255.69 89.49 

2 09.02.2015 WAC Vis 610 (18) 2.35 106.33 87.52 

3 06.05.2015 WAC OI (17) 1.70 159.53 63.80 

4 26.08.2015 NAC Blue (24) 1.25 407.24 81.57 

5 29.09.2015 NAC Orange (22) 1.37 1315.64 50.14 

6 25.07.2015 WAC Vis 610 (18) 1.26 183.67 89.99 

7 25.07.2015 WAC OI (17) 1.26 183.67 89.99 

8 01.08.2015 WAC Vis 610 (18) 1.25 211.22 89.51 

9 01.08.2015 WAC Na (16) 1.25 211.22 89.51 
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curves for the dayside and the full angle analysis converge towards

slightly rising behaviour beyond impact parameters between 4 and

5 km. The nightside curve shows linear behaviour from the very

beginning close to the comet surface and follows a slightly rising

trend. 

Example image #4 

The example number 4 ( Fig. A.3 ) shows a visible part of the

dust coma out to impact parameters of about 7 km. The image was

acquired on the 26.08.2015 at a heliocentric distance of 1.25 AU.

The higher comet centric distance of 407.24 km allowed observa-

tions of the whole nucleus as well as a good part of the surround-

ing coma with the OSIRIS NAC. The Ā -curves on the dayside and

over the full angle are slightly decreasing and it is conceivable, that

the dust in the visible part of the coma has not yet reached free-

radial outflow conditions. On the nightside the Ā -curve is almost

perfectly constant from the very beginning of the profile close to

the comet surface. 

Example image #5 

The next additional example ( Fig. A.4 ) shows a visible part of

the dust coma out to impact parameters of about 22.5 km. The

image was acquired on the 29.09.2015 at a heliocentric distance of

1.37 AU. The very high comet centric distance of 1315.64 km al-
ows for an unusually large field of view even for NAC images. The
¯
 -curve on the dayside is slightly decreasing, while the full angle

urve is almost constant at impact parameters larger than about

0 km. The viewing geometry of the situation with a low phase

ngle of 50.7 ° could lead to an enhanced brightness on the night-

ide due to dust reflectance from the dayside that appears on the

ightside in the projection onto the image plane. In this example

e see that the results from NAC images with a high field of view

how the same behaviour for the azimuthal average as the WAC

mages, as expected, and we see that the dust outflow is converg-

ng towards a “1/r law” outflow behaviour. 

Filter comparison F18/F17 (Example images #6 and #7) 

The two OSIRIS images that are compared in Fig. A.5 and the

wo images compared in Fig. A.6 were acquired only seconds apart.

ence, the observation geometry for both images is the same but

ifferent filter combinations were used. Differences in the observed

rightness profiles can therefore solely be explained by the dif-

erence in wavelength range observed with the two different fil-

er combinations. Filter combination 16 (Na-filter) has a central

avelength at 590.7 nm and a bandwidth of 4.7 nm, filter com-

ination 17 (OI-filter) has a central wavelength at 631.6 nm and a

andwidth of 4.0 nm, and filter combination 18 (Vis 610) has a
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Fig. A.2. The original OSIRIS WAC image was taken on the 06.05.2015 with filter 17 (OI) and a phase angle of 63.80 °. 

Fig. A.3. The original OSIRIS WAC image was taken on the 26.08.2015 with filter 24 (Blue) and a phase angle of 81.57 °. 
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Fig. A.4. The original OSIRIS NAC image was taken on the 29.09.2015 with filter 22 and a phase angle of 50.7 °. 

Fig. A.5. Comparison of two narrowband OSIRIS WAC images acquired with two different filter combinations, filter combination 18 (F18) and 17 (F17). The profile curves 

concerning the F18 image (left) are black in the diagrams below and the profile curves concerning the F17 image (right) are depicted in red. (For interpretation of the 

references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. A.6. Comparison of two narrowband OSIRIS WAC images acquired with two different filter combinations, filter combination 18 (F18) and 16 (F16). The profile curves 

concerning the F18 image (left) are black in the diagrams below and the profile curves concerning the F16 image (right) are depicted in red. (For interpretation of the 

references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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entral wavelength at 612.6 and a bandwidth of 9.8 nm

 Keller et al., 2007 ). The dust coma brightness is not expected to

hange significantly in observations with filter combinations 16, 17

r 18 because they cover wavelength bands in a similar wavelength

ange. 

However, in the profile curves in Fig. A.5 we observe a signifi-

ant difference in the brightness of the coma: the image acquired

ith F17 shows more brightness in the inner coma than the image

cquired with F18. The Ā -curves for the F17 image show a clear ris-

ng tendency. We conclude that we observe a significant amount of

as emission contributions (oxygen emission) to the coma bright-

ess in OSIRIS image acquired with F17 (see also Bodewits et al.,

016 ). 

Comparison of images acquired with F18 and F16 (e.g. Fig. A.6 )

how no significant differences in coma brightness or coma be-

aviour and we therefore conclude that the narrowband WAC filter

ombinations 16 and 18 are not biased by gas contributions. 

Filter comparison F18/F16 (Example images #8 and #9) 

upplementary materials 

Supplementary material associated with this article can be

ound, in the online version, at doi:10.1016/j.icarus.2018.03.010 . 
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